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Objective: The aim of this case series was to assess the impact of auditory rehabilitation with
cochlear implantation on the cognitive function of elderly patients over time.
Design: This is a longitudinal case series of prospective data assessing neurocognitive function
and speech perception in an elderly cohort pre- and post-implantation.
Setting: University cochlear implant center.
Participants: The patients were post-lingually deafened elderly female (mean, 73.6 years; SD,
5.82; range, 67–81 years) cochlear implant recipients (n=7).
Measurements: A neurocognitive battery of 20 tests assessing intellectual function, learning,
short- and long-term memory, verbal fluency, attention, mental flexibility, and processing speed
was performed prior to and 2–4.1 years (mean, 3.7) after cochlear implant (CI). Speech perception testing using Consonant–Nucleus–Consonant words was performed prior to implantation
and at regular intervals postoperatively. Individual and aggregate differences in cognitive function pre- and post-CI were estimated. Logistic regression with cluster adjustment was used to
estimate the association (%improvement or %decline) between speech understanding and years
from implantation at 1 year, 2 years, and 3 years post-CI.
Results: Improvements after CI were observed in 14 (70%) of all subtests administered. Declines
occurred in five (25%) subtests. In 55 individual tests (43%), post-CI performance improved
compared to a patient’s own performance before implantation. Of these, nine (45%) showed
moderate or pronounced improvement. Overall, improvements were largest in the verbal and
memory domains. Logistic regression demonstrated a significant relationship between speech
perception and cognitive function over time. Five neurocognitive tests were predictive of
improved speech perception following implantation.
Conclusion: Comprehensive neurocognitive testing of elderly women demonstrated areas of
improvement in cognitive function and auditory perception following cochlear implantation.
Multiple neurocognitive tests were strongly associated with current speech perception measures.
While these data shed light on the complex relationship between hearing and cognition by
showing that CI may slow the expected age-related cognitive decline, further research is needed
to examine the impact of hearing rehabilitation on cognitive decline.
Keywords: cognitive function, cognitive impairment, dementia, aging, hearing loss, cochlear
implant, neuropsychological testing

Aging of the US population has broad implications for both dementia and hearing loss.
Data suggest that the number of individuals with Alzheimer’s disease would triple in
the next 40 years with 13.5 million Americans affected in 2050. At that time, more
than half of them would be aged 85 years or older.1 Estimates of hearing loss are similarly remarkable: current estimates suggest that two-thirds of US adults aged 70 years
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and older have hearing loss and predictions suggest that the
global burden of hearing loss would approach 1.2 billion in
2050.2 While long recognized as independent age-related
phenomena, recent research investigating the relationship
between hearing loss and cognitive decline suggests that they
may be more than covariants.2–8 In their prospective study of
nearly 2,000 older adults, Lin et al found hearing loss among
older adults to be an independent predictor of incident cognitive decline. They also reported a 40% accelerated rate of
cognitive decline in individuals with hearing loss compared
to those with normal hearing.3 Their data also suggested a
linear relationship between severity of hearing loss and rate
of cognitive decline in which individuals with severe hearing loss were at five times greater risk of cognitive decline
compared to normal hearing individuals.
Three overarching theories have emerged to explain the
complex relationship between cognitive decline and hearing loss, specifically the “common cause,” “cascade,” and
“cognitive load” hypotheses. In the “common cause,” hearing
loss and cognitive decline are postulated to be the result of
common, neurodegenerative changes in the aging brain. The
cascade hypothesis suggests that auditory deprivation may
affect cognition directly, via impoverished input, or indirectly
through a decrease in socialization known to occur in those with
hearing loss. Finally, the cognitive load theory proposes that the
compensatory mental effort required to maintain cognitive function in the setting of hearing loss diverts or monopolizes cognitive resources, resulting in an apparent decline. Research in this
area is actively accumulating, and at present it is not yet clear
which, if any, of these theories can account for the complexity
of interaction between auditory function and cognition.
If, in fact, the relationship between hearing loss and cognitive decline is casual and relative, rehabilitation of hearing loss
may have the potential to impact cognitive decline in elderly
patients. Early data suggest that interventions for hearing loss
may impact cognition and, more specifically, slow the cognitive decline associated with aging. Studies examining the
effect of hearing aid amplification on cognition in older adults
have shown promising, if somewhat conflicting, results.9 For
individuals with severe-to-profound hearing loss who do not
benefit from conventional amplification, cochlear implantation may be considered. Unlike a hearing aid, a cochlear
implant (CI) provides direct electrical stimulation to the
auditory nerve through a surgically placed, intra-cochlear
electrode and has been shown to be safe and effective with
significant, widespread benefits in both speech understanding
and quality of life in the elderly population.10–13
This study examines the impact of cochlear implantation
on the cognitive function of elderly patients over time. Our
604
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objective was to assess the long-term impact of cochlear
implantation on various neurocognitive domains, including
intellectual function, short- and long-term memory, verbal fluency, attention, learning, mental flexibility, and motor-based
processing speed. The relationship between cognitive function
and speech perception was also investigated.

Methods
Patients
Patients $65 years of age who underwent comprehensive
neurocognitive test battery prior to cochlear implantation
between August 2010 and August 2012 were identified
(n=27). Excluded patients included patients with known
neurologic disease, including dementia, cerebrovascular
disease, or any process known to impair cognitive function.
Patients who had moved from the study center (n=8), were
lost to follow-up (n=2), or were unable to return for post-CI
neurocognitive testing (n=10) were excluded. This study was
approved by the Institutional Review Board of New York
University School of Medicine/Langone Medical Center
(approval#: S13-00165). Informed consent was obtained
from all patients in line with the IRB which allowed either
a written or a phone consent.
A total of seven patients aged 67–81 years (mean,
73.6 years) underwent comprehensive neurocognitive test
battery prior to and between 2 years and 4 years (mean,
3.7 years) after CI and are included in the analyses. Participant characteristics are detailed in Table 1. All patients were
female, post-lingually deafened due to bilateral progressive
sensorineural hearing loss (SNHL), had normal cochlear
anatomy (as assessed radiologically by computed tomography
of the temporal bone), and had uncomplicated surgery with full
insertion of the electrode array. Average length of severe-profound hearing loss prior to CI was 29 years (8–53 years). The
mean age of the sample at the time of CI was 73.6 years (SD,
5.60; range, 67–81), and the length of follow-up ranged from
2 years to 4.1 years (mean, 3.7). Most women were widowed
(42.8%) and all had attended college or had Masters level or
higher degrees. The most prevalent preoperative morbidity was
thyroid disease, present in six patients (85.7%), and a history of
cancer, present in four patients (57.1%). Six women (85.7%)
received implants manufactured by Cochlear Americas (only a
single patient received her implant manufactured by Advanced
Bionics). Only one patient received a left ear implant, with the
remaining undergoing right ear CI (Table 1).

Neurocognitive test battery
The neurocognitive test battery consisted of six widely
available assessment tools appropriate for the measurement
Clinical Interventions in Aging 2016:11
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Table 1 Participant characteristics
Demographic factorsa
Age, years, mean (SD)
At implantation
At follow-up testing
Marital status, n (%)
Married
Widow
Unmarried
Divorced
Highest education, n (%)
College
Advanced degree
Hearing loss
Length of severe SNHL, years, mean (range)b
Medical comorbidities, n (%)
Hypertension
Thyroid disease
Coronary artery disease
Mitral valve prolapse
Hypercholesterolemia
Chronic hepatitis C
Breast cancer
Macular degeneration
Immediate family history of dementia
Technical and design factors
Implant manufacturer, n (%)
Cochlear Americas
Advanced Bionics
Ear implanted, n (%)
Right
Left
Length of follow-up, years, mean (SD, range)

73.6 (5.82)
76.6 (5.82)
1 (14.3%)
3 (42.8%)
2 (28.6%)
1 (14.3%)
4 (57.1%)
3 (42.9%)
29 (8–53)
1 (14.3%)
6 (85.7%)
1 (14.3%)
1 (14.3%)
1 (14.3%)
1 (14.3%)
4 (57.1%)
1 (14.3%)
2 (28.6%)

6 (85.7%)
1 (14.3%)
6 (85.7%)
1 (14.3%)
3.7 (2.0–4.1)

Notes: a100% of patients were right-handed women and retired. bThe range is given
instead of the SD for the variable of “Length of severe SNHL” for two reasons.
First, this is a variable with highly skewed distribution. The range is used to clarify
the extent of the spread and identify the upper and lower bounds. Second, while
we had precise and accurate dates of implantation, most participants reporting the
age of onset of severe SNHL were only able to identify the approximate decade of
onset (30s, 40s, 50s, etc). The patient with the earliest onset and the patient with the
latest onset were able to identify the approximate calendar year of onset allowing
us to estimate a range.
Abbreviations: SD, standard deviation; SNHL, sensorineural hearing loss.

of cognitive function in the elderly population. These
tests included the Test of Premorbid Functioning (TOPF),
the Wechsler Abbreviated Scale of Intelligence (WASI),
Trail Making Test (TMT), the Controlled Oral Word
Association Tests, Boston Naming Test (BNT), and the
Repeatable Battery for the Assessment of Neuropsychological Functioning (RBANS).14–17 Each of these tests
includes a variety of subtests across various domains
including intelligence quotient (IQ), short- and long-term
memory, verbal fluency, attention, learning, mental flexibility, and motor-based processing speed (Table S1). Test
administration and scoring were performed by trained
neuropsychometrists both pre- and post-CI. Each session
(before and after CI) lasted between 3 hours and 4 hours.
Clinical Interventions in Aging 2016:11

Preoperatively, test instructions were given in oral and
written format to avoid misunderstanding due to hearing
loss. Postoperatively, testing was performed in the typical
listening environment for that patient (unilateral CI ± contralateral hearing aid).
Test results were categorized on a 13-point ordinal
continuum (-6 to 0 to +6) using standardized age-based
population norms. Ordinal score rankings were as follows: -6
(impaired), -5 (impaired–borderline), -4 (borderline), -3
(borderline–low average), -2 (low average), -1 (low
average–average), 0 (average), 1 (average–high average),
2 (high average), 3 (high average–superior), 4 (superior),
5 (superior–very superior), and 6 (very superior). This
qualitative scale is well recognized in neuropsychological
testing from its basis in the Wechsler IQ.
A total of 128 individual differences were successfully
measured: each of seven participants completed 20 cognitive
subtests before and after CI. Twelve differences were unable
to be estimated due to missing data in the pre- or post-CI
visits. The 12 missing data points were spread across all
patients and subtests. Overall, the missing data rate for the
calculated differences was ,10% (12/128).

Speech perception assessment
All patients underwent preoperative audiometric testing to
determine CI candidacy and postoperative testing at regular intervals (3 months, 6 months, 12 months, and yearly
thereafter, with additional visits as needed) to monitor the
progress. All testing was performed in a soundproof booth
(Industrial Acoustics Company, New York, NY, USA) by
a CI audiologist. Preoperative testing was performed with
bilateral hearing aids in ear and bilaterally (after verification
of optimal hearing aid fitting), and postoperative testing was
performed in the CI-only and bimodal condition (unilateral
CI and contralateral hearing aid). Speech perception was
assessed using the Consonant–Nucleus–Consonant word
(CNCw) test in the standard fashion using recorded materials presented at 60 dB sound pressure level. The CNCw test
consists of ten lists each containing 50 monosyllabic words
and measures speech recognition as a percentage of words
repeated correctly.18

Statistical methods
Data management and analyses were performed using
STATA/SE Version 13 (StataCorp LP, College Station, TX,
USA). Continuous variables are presented as mean (SD and/
or range). For one variable “Length of severe SNHL”, the
range but not the SD is provided. First, this is a variable with
a highly skewed distribution. The range is used to estimate
submit your manuscript | www.dovepress.com
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Table 2 Case series analysis of differences before and after cochlear implantation
Test

Subtest

WASI

Vocabulary
Block Design
Similarities
Matrix Reasoning
TMT A
TMT B
BNT
Animals
FAS
Complex Figure
Line Orientation
Digits Forward
Coding
Semantic Fluency
List Learning
List Recall
List Recognition
Story Memory
Story Recall
Visual Memory

Other

RBANS

Unadjusted differences comparing performance post vs pre CI
P1

P2

P3

P4

P5

P6

P7

+2
0

+2
–
–
–

0
–
–

0
–
–

0

-2
+2
0

0
0
0

+2
0

+2
+2
0
0

+2
-2
-4
0

-2
0

-2
-2
0
0
0
–

+1
+1
-2
-2
0

+1
+2
-2
-2
0
+2
+2
-2
+1
0
0
+2
-2
+4
+1
+2
0
0

-2
-2
0
0
-5
-4
0
+4
–
+2
0
0
–
+2
+2
-2

+2
+4
-2
0
-2
+1
-2
–
0
+2
+2
+6
+6
+4
-2

-2
0
-2
+2
-2
–
-2
+1
+2
+1
0
0
-2

+3
-2
0
-3
-2
0
+4
+4
-6
0
+2
+6
+4
+6
0
+2
+2
+2
0

+2
+6
0
+2
+2
+2
0

-5
0

+2
+2
+1
+4
+1
0
+2
-4

0.29a
1.25b
-0.25
1.00b
-1.00
-1.86
0.57a
0.14a
0.00
-2.57
0.29a
0.29a
2.67c
1.43b
2.00c
1.71b
2.17c
2.00c
1.71b
-1.43

Notes: Difference (average change; Δsample) detected at the sample level: a0 units , Δsample ,1 unit; b1 unit # Δsample ,2 units; c+ Δsample $2 units. De-identified participants:
P1–P7. “–” denotes no data.
Abbreviations: CI, cochlear implant; BNT, Boston Naming Test; RBANS, Repeatable Battery for the Assessment of Neuropsychological Functioning; TMT, Trail Making Test A;
TMT B, Trail Making Test B; WASI, Wechsler Abbreviated Scale of Intelligence.

the extent of the spread and identify the upper and lower
bounds of SNHL onset. Second, while we had precise and
accurate dates of cochlear implantation, most participants
reporting the age of onset of severe SNHL were only able to
identify the approximate decade of onset (30s, 40s, 50s, etc).
This introduces a level of imprecision that makes it difficult
to interpret any estimates of the SD. The patient with the
earliest onset and the patient with the latest onset were able
to identify the approximate calendar year of onset allowing
us to estimate a less biased range. Categorical variables are
presented as the number (%) of patients, unless otherwise
specified. The analysis consists of a case-series analysis
of the differences in cognitive performance post vs pre CI
(Table 2), a qualitative study of trends (Table 3), a breakdown
of the components where each improvement and decline in
performance occurred (Table 4), and a regression analysis
to produce inferential statistics between the 24 individual
subtests and speech perception at 1 year, 2 years, and 3 years
post CI (Table 5). Each table is self-standing and includes
applicable definitions.

Regression analysis
Cognitive tests that showed improvement after implantation
were used to predict post-CI speech perception at years 1,
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2, and 3 using multivariable logistic regression. The models
were estimated via generalized estimating equations that
account for within-subject correlation, as the same individual
was tested multiple times. P-value significance thresholds
were calculated to correct for possible inflations in type I
error due to multiple comparisons. In such cases, significance cannot be compared to an alpha level of 0.05. Instead,
P-values are statistically significant if they are lower than
the P-value critical threshold, which are lower than alpha.
This still assumes a false-positive rate of 5% (ie, even after
Table 3 Summary of differences in performance-based graduated
improvement comparing qualitative scores before and after
cochlear implantation
20 sample-level
differences
Any improvement (Δ .0)
Minimal improvement (0 units , Δ ,1 unit)
Moderate improvement (1 unit # Δ ,2 units)
Pronounced improvement (2-unit improvement
or better)
Any decline (Δ ,0)
Minimal decline (0 units , Δ ,-1 unit)
Moderate decline (-1 unit # Δ ,-2 units)
Pronounced decline (2-unit decline or worse)
No change in performance (Δ =0)

14 (70%)
5 (25%)
5 (25%)
4 (20%)
5 (25%)
1 (5%)
3 (15%)
1 (5%)
1 (5%)

Note: Data presented as n (%).
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Table 4 Specific domains where improvement (↑), decline (↓), or no change (↔) in cognitive performance were observed
Test

Subtest

Verbal

WASI

Vocabulary
Block Design
Similarities
Matrix Reasoning
TMT A
TMT B
BNT
Animals
FAS
Complex Figure
Line Orientation
Digits Forward
Coding
Semantic Fluency
List Learning
List Recall
List Recognition
Story Memory
Story Recall
Visual Memory

↑

Clinical Interventions in Aging downloaded from https://www.dovepress.com/ by 18.212.206.217 on 22-Feb-2019
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Other

RBANS

Visual

Processing speed

↑↑

Motor

Memory

↑↑

↓
↑↑
↓↓
↓↓
↑
↑
↔

↓↓
↓↓

↓↓
↓↓

↑
↔
↓↓↓
↑

↓↓↓

↑
↑↑↑
↑↑
↑↑↑
↑↑
↑↑↑
↑↑↑
↑↑
↓↓

↑↑↑
↑↑

↑↑↑
↑↑↑
↑↑
↑↑↑
↑↑↑
↑↑
↓↓

↓↓

Notes: Performance change (qualitative change) detected at the sample level: ↑ =0 units , Δsample ,1 unit; ↑↑ =1 unit # Δsample ,2 units; ↑↑↑ =Δsample $2 units.
Abbreviations: BNT, Boston Naming Test; RBANS, Repeatable Battery for the Assessment of Neuropsychological Functioning; TMT A, Trail Making Test A; TMT B, Trail
Making Test B; WASI, Wechsler Abbreviated Scale of Intelligence.

correction, 5% of significant results may still be due to
type I error).

Definitions of individual vs sample improvement and
decline in performance
Individual differences refer to differences between post vs
pre CI within a single patient. Improvement in score was
defined as any positive difference, and decline was defined
as any negative difference within a single test:
Δ individual = Post-CI score - Pre-CI score

(1)

Likewise, average differences refer to post- vs pre-CI
comparisons in the sample within a single test:
∆ sample = Aggregate post-CI score –
Aggregate pre-CI score

(2)

Qualitative categorization
The magnitude of the differences from Equations 1 and 2 were
categorized as minimal, moderate, and pronounced improvement using the following definitions. Minimal improvement
was defined as 0 units , Δ ,1 unit, moderate improvement as
1 unit # Δ ,2 units, and pronounced improvement Δ =2-unit
improvement or better. Likewise, minimal decline in performance was defined as −1 unit , Δ ,0 units, moderate

Clinical Interventions in Aging 2016:11

decline as −2 units , Δ #-1 unit, and pronounced decline
Δ =2-unit decline or worse. No change in performance was
represented by 0 (Δ =0).
Table 2 describes unadjusted differences (Δ) in
performance in 20 cognitive subtests administered before
and after CI. As described earlier, calculated differences
can represent improvement (Δ .0), decline (Δ ,0), or no
change (Δ =0) between baseline scores and postimplant performance. Two types of differences, specifically individual
(Δ individual) and sample (Δ sample) are reported in Table 2.
Individual differences are depicted under each participant and
compare the change in score for a single patient in a single
subtest, while the average difference (last column) compares
the change in score of the entire sample in a single subtest.

Results
Change in cognitive performance over time
At the sample level, improvements were observed in
14 (70%) subtests administered: Vocabulary, Block Design,
Matrix Reasoning, BNT, Animals, Line Orientation, Digits
Forward, Coding, Semantic Fluency, List Learning, List
Recall, List Recognition, Story Memory, and Story Recall
(Table 2). The sample performance declined in five (25%)
subtests (Similarities, TMT A and B, Complex Figure,
and Visual Memory) and was unchanged in a single (5%)
subtest (FAS). At the sample level, the mean difference in
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5.64 (-2.69 to 13.97)

5.41* (-0.25 to 11.08)
5.25* (-0.35 to 10.85)
7.76* (-0.13 to 15.65)

0.0039
0.0001
0.3200
0.0016
0.0003
0.0316
0.0270
0.0063
0.0611
0.0663
0.0537

11.91** (3.83 to 19.99)
12.20** (6.14 to 18.26)
3.45 (-3.35 to 10.24)
10.68** (4.03 to 17.34)
10.22** (4.75 to 15.69)
14.42* (1.27 to 27.57)
7.31* (0.83 to 13.78)
10.23** (2.89 to 17.57)

0.0286
0.0108
0.1461
0.0061
0.0076
0.0949
0.068
0.1353
0.3646
0.0187
0.1848

Change in speech
score

9.81* (1.02 to 18.60)
10.31* (2.39 to 18.24)
5.11 (-1.78 to 12.01)
9.78* (2.78 to 16.77)
8.47* (2.26 to 14.69)
12.66* (-2.20 to 27.52)
6.27* (-0.46 to 12.99)
6.43 (-2.01 to 14.88)
3.07 (-3.57 to 9.72)
6.27* (1.04 to 11.50)

P-value
(significant
if P,0.0075)

Year 2

Change in speech
score
P-value
(significant
if P,0.0015)

Year 1

8.14* (-0.31 to 16.59)
2.37 (-3.81 to 8.55)
5.10* (-0.79 to 10.99)
8.76* (0.81 to 16.70)

13.53** (5.73 to 21.33)
11.62** (5.75 to 17.50)
5.51* (-0.47 to 11.48)
12.16** (5.89 to 18.43)
11.09** (5.71 to 16.46)
15.45** (3.50 to 27.40)
9.75** (3.94 to 15.57)

Change in speech score
(bi-modal testinga)
0.0007
0.0001
0.0707
0.0001
0.0001
0.0113
0.0010
0.0591
0.4519
0.0899
0.0309

P-value
(significant
if P,0.0075)

0.0174
0.0003
0.1306
0.0009
0.0028
0.0867
0.0727
0.0579
0
0.0035
0.5166

11.13* (1.96 to 20.31)
12.43** (5.68 to 19.17)
4.77 (-1.42 to 10.97)
11.60** (4.70 to 18.50)
9.85** (3.40 to 16.29)
18.62* (-2.69 to 39.92)
7.40* (-0.68 to 15.49)
7.84* (-0.27 to 15.95)
5.38** (3.58 to 7.18)
6.65** (2.19 to 11.12)
3.23 (-6.53 to 12.98)

P-value
(significant
if P,0.0075)

Change in speech
score

Year 3

Notes: P-value significance thresholds: to correct for the possible inflation in type I error due to multiple comparisons, significance cannot be compared to a level of 0.05. Instead, P-values are statistically significant if they are lower than
the P-value threshold shown for each year. This assumes a false positive rate of 5% (ie, 5% of significant results may still be due to type I error). *Significance reached without adjustment for type I error inflation. **Significance persistent
after adjustment for type I error inflation. aIn the bimodal condition, patients were tested with their cochlear implant in one ear and a best-fit hearing aid in the contralateral ear.
Abbreviations: BNT, Boston Naming Test; TOPF, Test of Premorbid Functioning; WASI, Wechsler Abbreviated Scale of Intelligence; -VIQ, Verbal Intelligence Quotient; -PIQ, Performance Intelligence Quotient; -FSIQ, Full Scale
Intelligence Quotient.

TOPF
WASI-VIQ
WASI-PIQ
WASI-FSIQ
Vocabulary
Similarities
Matrix Reasoning
BNT
Picture Naming
List Learning
List Recall

Test

Table 5 Percent change and logistic regression models predicting moderate and pronounced cognitive improvement after cochlear implantation
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score after CI was +0.52 units (SD =1.43; range, -2.57 to
2.67; Table 2).
Individual differences are summarized in Figure 1.
In 55 instances (43%), post-CI performance improved
compared to a patient’s own performance before implantation. No change in individual performance was observed
in 41 subtests (32%), while a decline in performance was
measured in 32 subtests (25%) (Figure 1).

Magnitude of change

Table 3 depicts a qualitative analysis to grade the magnitude
of post- vs pre-CI difference in neurocognitive score. Seven
categories were constructed based on the magnitude of postvs pre-CI difference in score (Δ sample describes instances
where no change was observed and instances where there
were minimal, moderate, pronounced changes). Among all
20 subtests, five (25%) subtests showed minimal improvements in post-CI performance, specifically Vocabulary,
BNT, Animals, Digits Forward, and Line Orientation. Five
subtests (25%) showed moderate improvements (Semantic
Fluency, List Recall, Story Recall, Matrix Reasoning, and
Block Design) and four (20%) showed pronounced improvements (List Learning, List Recognition, Story Memory, and
Coding). There was a decline in performance in five subtests
(25%): one (5%) with minimal decline (Similarities), three
subtests (15%) with moderate declines (TMT A and B), and
one subtest (5%) showed pronounced decline (Complex
Figure). A single subtest (FAS) showed no change in performance between pre- and post-CI scores (Table 3).

Domain-specific changes

In Table 4, categorical changes in performance are further
subdivided into five domains: 1) verbal, 2) visual, 3) motor,
4) memory, and 5) processing speed. Minimal improvement
(0 units , Δ ,1 unit) was observed in subtests containing
components related to verbal function (Vocabulary, BNT,
Animals, and Digits Forward subtests), visual functions
(Line Orientation), and processing speed (Animals subtest).
Moderate improvement (1 unit # Δ ,2 units) was observed
in subtests consisted of subcomponents related to visual function (Block Design and Matrix Reasoning subtests), motor
functions (Block Design subtest), verbal functions (Semantic
Fluency, List Recall, and Story Recall subtests), processing
speed (Semantic Fluency), and memory (List Recall and
Story Recall subtests); pronounced improvement (Δ =2-unit
improvement or better): pronounced improvements were
noted in subtests measuring of subcomponents related to
visual function (Coding subtest), motor functions (Coding
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Figure 1 Distribution of individual differences (post vs pre cochlear implantation) in cognitive performance among seven participants completing 20 standardized
neurocognitive subtests.
Abbreviation: CI, cochlear implant.

subtest), verbal functions (List Learning, List Recognition,
and Story Memory subtests), processing speed (Coding
subtest), and memory (List Learning, List Recognition, and
Story Memory subtests).
Minimal decline in performance (-1 unit , Δ ,0 units)
was observed only in the Similarities subtests, which measures
verbal function. Moderate decline (-2 units , Δ #-1 unit) was
noted in three subtests related to visual–motor functions
(TMT A, TMT B, and Visual Memory subtest). The TMT A
and TMT B subtests also assess the processing speed. Pronounced decline (Δ =2-unit decline) in performance was
observed in single subtest (Complex Figure), a test that
assesses visual–motor function. Only the FAS subtest showed
no change in performance (Table 4).

Cognitive function and speech perception
Table 5 shows tests significantly associated with speech perception (CNCw) at years 1, 2, and 3. P-values are adjusted
for multiple comparisons within each year post CI and for the
lack of independence between tests (ie, the WASI tests are
related and might measure similar constructs). Year 2 includes
estimates in the CI-only condition as well the bimodal condition. Before correction for type I error rate inflation, seven
tests were associated with speech perception scores at year 1
post CI (TOPF, WASI-VerbalIQ [-VIQ], WASI-Performance
IQ [-PIQ]; WASI-Full Scale IQ [-FSIQ], Vocabulary,
Similarities, Matrix Reasoning, BNT, Picture Naming, List

Clinical Interventions in Aging 2016:11

Learning, and List Recall). However, after correction, these
scores were no longer significantly associated with speech
perception scores at 1 year. Five tests were significantly
associated with improvements in speech perception at year
2, even after correction for type I error inflation (TOPF
↑11.91% [3.83–19.99], WASI-VIQ: ↑12.20% [6.14–18.26],
WASI-FSIQ: ↑10.68% [4.03–17.34], Vocabulary: ↑10.22%
[4.75–15.69], and BNT: ↑10.23% [2.89–17.57]). Of these
five tests, only the BNT test was no longer associated with
speech perception improvements in the bimodal condition
at year 2. Furthermore, the Similarities test and the Matrix
Reasoning test were significantly associated with improved
speech understanding in the bimodal condition. At year 3 post
CI, five tests were associated with improved speech scores
(WASI-VIQ: ↑12.43% [5.68–19.17], WASI-FIQ: ↑11.60%
[4.70–18.50], Vocabulary: ↑9.85% [3.40–16.29], Picture
Naming: ↑5.38% [3.58–7.18], and List Learning: ↑6.65%
[2.19–11.12]). Three tests were consistently associated with
improved speech perception in year 2 (in both bimodal and
CI-only condition) and year 3 after CI (WASI-VIQ, WASIFSIQ, and the Vocabulary tests).

Discussion
This study documents longitudinal cognitive function of
elderly CI patients using a comprehensive neurocognitive
test battery and demonstrates improvement in cognitive
function across a variety of domains over time. Longitudinal
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improvement in cognitive function in elderly patients is rarely
documented.19,20 Prior data support stability of neurocognitive
testing in normal hearing, noncognitively impaired adults
over time. Thaler et al documented no change in baseline
RBANS testing in 298 community-dwelling elderly adults
over a 2-year period.20 More recently, Cooley et al demonstrated longitudinal stability in RBANS score over 4 years
in healthy adults over the age of 50 years.19 Our results suggest that it is possible that the improvement (in some cases
of large magnitude) across domains and subtests reflects the
impact of cochlear implantation.
The relationship between hearing loss and age-related
cognitive decline, while incompletely understood, has been
well documented in recent studies. As reviewed earlier, Lin et
al and other groups have found the rate of cognitive decline to
be linearly associated with the severity of hearing loss.2–8 This
study suggests that cochlear implantation, a safe and effective
intervention for severe-profound hearing loss, may have the
potential to mitigate age-related cognitive decline.
To date, few studies have investigated the impact of
cochlear implantation on cognition and only one of these
(Mosnier et al) included currently available, modern CI
technology. Our data are in agreement with that study by
Mosnier et al which examined the cognitive function of 94
elderly CI patients 1 year following implantation.21 Using six
cognitive tests (including the Mini-Mental State Exam), they
found that 81% of patients with abnormal baseline scores
(n=37) demonstrated a significant improvement at 1 year
postoperatively. In addition, the majority of patients with
the best preoperative cognitive scores demonstrated stable
cognitive function at 12 months after CI.
Underlying mechanisms for cognitive improvement following cochlear implantation may be mediated by neural
plasticity, a complex phenomenon for which significant
evidence exists in elderly CI recipients. Clinically, this may
be represented by ongoing improvements in speech perception following implantation. On a cellular and cortical
level, animal and human data demonstrate change in neural
response patterns and cortical organization of the central
auditory system following peripheral electrical stimulation
with a CI.22,23 Anatomic data gleaned from imaging studies
shows evidence of cortical reorganization following cochlear
implantation, primarily in the primary and secondary auditory
cortex.24,25 In some studies, the degree of brain plasticity was
directly associated with the level of speech understanding
following implantation.
In both the current study and the study by Mosnier et al,21
both cognitive function and speech perception demonstrated
improvement following CI. While the clinical significance
610
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of improved speech perception following cochlear implantation is well established, the clinical significance of cognitive
improvement demonstrated in the current and prior study
has not been thoroughly studied. At the present time, prior
studies have not successfully established a clear understanding of the relationship between statistical and clinical
significance in this context. Because prior data demonstrate
long-term stability of neurocognitive test results, we have
chosen to interpret any improvement in test results over time
as clinically significant. This is supported by related results
demonstrating that improvement in cognitive function is
predictive of improved speech perception, thereby importing
a framework of clinical significance to these gains. However,
this is an area where future research will be needed to validate the meaning or clinical relevance of these incremental
changes in neurocognitive test results.
Patients in the current study did not participate in a formal
auditory training as part of an aural, post-CI rehabilitation
program, as in the study by Mosnier et al.21 Existing data in
the non-hearing impaired elderly population suggest that
cognitive training or mental exercises may improve intellectual function and flexibility.26,27 However, this phenomenon
cannot account for the improvement seen in our subjects.
Additionally, available neuropsychological data suggest that
the impact of “practice effects” (ie, improved performance
due to practice or experience with the test) is minimal, if any,
after 1 year.19,20 Given the length of follow-up was 2 years or
greater for the current subjects, this is an unlikely explanation
for the improvement in our study.
As discussed earlier, the robust nature of our cognitive
battery allowed the analysis of domain-specific changes
(Table 4). This characterization was based on the “primary
domain” of test and, as noted in the descriptions (Table S1)
there is some overlap between tests. While both improvement and decline were noted in all domains, our analysis
found improvement generally clustered in the domains of
verbal function and memory. This is supported by the results
of Mosnier et al21 as well as data from pediatric implant
recipients. In deaf children, aural rehabilitation with CI has
shown to improve comprehension, concentration, sequential
processing, and working memory.28
TMT A and TMT B are motor-based tasks that measure
visual scanning, speeded processing and multitasking. These
are the only tests that are included in both the current study
and the study by Mosnier et al.21 In contrast to the current
study, Mosnier et al demonstrated a significant improvement
on these tests with 42 patients having abnormal baseline
scores to 13 patients remaining abnormal at 12 months after
CI.21 Our study had mixed results on this test: four of seven
Clinical Interventions in Aging 2016:11
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patients had a decline in TMT performance, while three
had improvement or stability. Our inability to find a trend
in performance on this task may be explained by our small
sample size or by the involvement of motor function. While
improvement was focused on domains related to verbal
function and memory, tests with poorest performance all
shared the domains of motor and visual function. Tests in
the current study that relied on motor function (ie, required
writing/drawing using the upper extremity function of the
dominant hand) demonstrated a decline in performance over
time. More than half of women in this study had a history of
breast cancer, and it is possible that either the disease or its
treatment could have affected their upper extremity motor
function. While only one patient had known glaucoma, perhaps undiagnosed ophthalmologic disease or visual decline
could have impacted performance on tests of visual–spatial
function. A larger sample would allow greater understanding
of these trends.
CI candidacy assessment in elderly patients is multifactorial and includes a detailed assessment of audiologic and
speech perception in the best-aided condition, radiologic
assessment of cochleovestibular anatomy, and a comprehensive medical assessment. Initial concerns for speech perception outcomes in elderly CI recipients were built on anatomic
and cellular data showing neuronal loss and degenerative
processes in the central and peripheral auditory systems that
could negatively bias CI performance. Lack of perioperative
complications and post-CI speech perception results in the
current study add to the amassing body of literature supporting the safety and efficacy of CI in an elderly population and
further demonstrate that older adults derive significant and
widespread benefit from CI over time, despite aging.
Our analysis found a strong relationship between cognitive function and speech perception outcomes with multiple
neurocognitive subtests predictive of improved performance
over time. Postoperative variability in speech understanding is well documented, but incompletely understood. The
data suggest that the additional granularity provided by
comprehensive neurocognitive testing may provide greater
insight into issues of speech understanding in the elderly
population. Further research is needed to better understand
and characterize the complex relationship between cognition
and cochlear implantation.
This study is notably limited by a small sample size, missing data, and lack of normative scores in a hearing impaired
population. Additionally, there is a lack of standardized
assessment of mood. Depression is an established risk factor
for mild cognitive impairment and dementia, and therefore
it is possible that the cognitive change documented in the
Clinical Interventions in Aging 2016:11
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current study reflects an indirect effect of CI on mood.29
Further studies on the complex interplay of these factors
are needed to better understand the widespread impact of
CI in the elderly.

Conclusion
At present, it is estimated that 25% of individuals aged
65–75 years and up to 80% of those above 75 years of age
experience hearing loss with up to 10% of these individuals
experiencing hearing loss too severe for adequate rehabilitation with conventional hearing aids. As the proportion of
the population in this age group continues to grow (due to
improved overall longevity as well as other demographic
trends such as the aging baby boomers), both the individual
and public health burden of hearing loss and declining cognitive function/dementia will continue to grow in scope and
importance. This study documented improvement in cognitive function over time in elderly CI recipients. Currently,
there is no well-recognized treatment for cognitive decline
or dementia and, as such, CI may represent an important
opportunity for intervention. These results shed light on the
complex relationship between hearing and cognition and may
have implications for neural plasticity in this population.
Further research is needed to examine the potential of hearing
restoration on cognitive decline and dementia.
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Table S1 Neurocognitive test battery and skills
Name of test

Description of main test (and subtests, if applicable)

TOPF

A sight word reading test wherein individuals are asked to read out loud single words that have
irregular spelling rules (ie, words that cannot be sounded out using phonics alone). The measure is used
to estimate an individual’s “premorbid” level of intellectual functioning as assessed by a standardized
instrument such as one of the Wechsler scales
Consists of four subtests, two assessing verbally based abilities (Vocabulary and Abstract Reasoning) and
two assessing visually based abilities (Visuospatial Construction and Visual Analogic Reasoning) that are
used to estimate current general intellectual ability
IQ, language
• Vocabulary
IQ, Abstract reasoning
• Block design
IQ, Language. Verbal abstract reasoning
• Similarities
IQ, Nonverbal. Abstract reasoning. Mental flexibility
• Matrix Reasoning
A measure that assesses visual scanning, visual attention, processing speed, and simple cognitive flexibility.
It is a paper-and-pencil task that asks individuals to connect a series of targets in a prescribed order as
quickly as they can
Speeded linear processing, visual tracking
• A
Speeded multitasking, mental control, visual tracking
• B
Assesses behavioral initiation and rapid word retrieval by asking individuals to 1) name as many animals as
possible within 60 seconds (Animals) or 2) as many words as they can that start with a specific letter in a
60-second interval; there are three trials using the letters “F,” “A,” and “S” (F–A–S)
Verbal fluency, processing speed
• Animals
Verbal fluency, mental flexibility
• F–A–S
Assesses visual confrontation naming by asking individuals to name a pictured item. The word frequency
of the items becomes increasing lower as the test progresses making it more challenging with each
successive item
Consists of eight subtests: Coding, Digits Forward, Complex Figure, Line Orientation, List Recall, List
Recognition, Story Recall, and Visual Memory
Divided attention
• Coding
ST verbal recall
• Digits Forward
Motor-based processing
• Complex Figure
Motor-based processing
• Line Orientation
ST verbal learning
• List Recall
ST verbal recognition memory
• List Recognition
LT verbal recall memory
• Story Recall
LT visual recall memory, motor-based processing
• Visual Memory
Learning capacity
• List Learning

WASI

TMT

COWAT

BNT

RBANS

Abbreviations: BNT, Boston Naming Test; COWAT, Controlled Oral Word Association Tests; IQ, intelligence quotient; LT, long term; RBANS, Repeatable Battery for
the Assessment of Neuropsychological Functioning; ST, short term; TMT, Trail Making Test; TOPF, Test of Premorbid Functioning; WASI, Wechsler Abbreviated Scale of
Intelligence.
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